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W'e comment on currently used P-decay formulas in astrophysical and superheavy-element
applications. A new formula of comparable simplicity but significantly improved accuracy is
presented which predicts P-decay rates that increase more strongly with energy than do con-
ventional extrapolations in the neutron-rich superheavy-element region.

In P-decay formulas currently used in astro-
physical applications and the calculations of half-
lives of superheavy elements, the dependence on
Z is completely neglected' or taken into account
"on average" by a constant factor, 10".' Thus,
the P-decay half-life of such formulas depends on
the energy only. In this paper, we report a formu-
la in which the effect of the Coulomb interaction of
the P particle by the nuclear charge on the half-life
is explicitly taken into account. The exponent of
the energy term in our expression for the half-life,
instead of being a constant integer, normally 6 (see
Refs. 1 and 2), is replaced by a Z-dependent num-

ber. For example, increasing Z from &10 to 118
changes the exponent in the new formula from 6
to 5. As we show below, the currently used for-
mula is a good approximation for small Z and
large decay energy only.

To derive the new formula, we start with the
Coulomb correction factor, '

E(Z, w) =2(1+s)(2PR)" 'e'"
1 (1+2s)

P =(w' —1)"'

S=[1-(nZ)2] "',
q=nZw/P, and n is the fine-structure constant.

By comparing with numerical calculations, we
found that we can take

2[1 +C (n Z)'$ 2m'1' s+~~ 2+C( Z)a wq -wq (2)

to within 5% accuracy in the area of interest.
(C = Euler's constant. )

Following Feenberg and Trigg, ' we use the ap-
proximation

1 e'" 1 3
Q 1-Q 2+ g +1-e '"" 2ry 2'' 8zo 4M'

where

w is the total energy of P particle in units of
SlqC

A is the radius of the residual nucleus in units
of K/m, c,
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where

2myy=eZ and u= „&e —1'

Thus, E(Z, w) can be written as

The Fermi integrated function, f(Z, w, ), is given
by'

f(Z, w, ) = E(Z, w )(w' - 1)"'(w, -w )'wdw .
1

E(Z, w)=B(Z) 1 —u, +, +, (w' —1)' "'w2' 8m 4m

(4)

(
2"(1+s) „,1+CD~
(2s}!' 2+CD'

Substituting for E(w, Z), we make a change of
variables to obtain'

J
a !tP-1

, dx= —,E,(v, g; 1+g; -Pa),

where, E, is the generalized hypergeometric func-

tion. ' Using this, Eg. (6) becomes:

f(w, Z) =B(Z)
1

+-,'wu+(1 —y),E,(1, -(1+s);s+3;y)
(w' —1)' w(w' —1), 3(w'-1)'

4s+1 2 s+1

+(1—x}[(M-u')2w, E,(1, 1; 1+s;x)+(1-x)'"(u'- su)-,'w', E,(~, 1; 1+s;x)j, (8)

whe-re

For se &1, keeping only the highest-order term in
se, the above expression reduces to our final ap-
proximate formula for the Fermi-integrated func-
tion:

So the average value of f(w8, Z) is given by'

B(Z) 1
(s+1)(1+2s)(3+2s) (m,c')""

QB

(w -B)""-'pdE
0

B(Z) 1 3+2s

(s + 1)(s + 2)(1+2s)(3+2s) m,c'
gg

3+38

( +1)(1+2 )(3+2 )
' x -'p [w

""
(m c')""] (13)

For small Z, i.e., s=l and P(Z)=1, we get

se'
f(w, Z) =—,

which is the current approximation. "'
To calculate the half-life, we follow the method

of Nix and Fiset. ' Since

where p is the average density of states in the
daughter nucleus. One uses the empirical result
given by Fowler, Seeger, and Clayton' for p. The
inverse half-life is then, in our approximation,

1 1 B(Z) 8+28

f t (s+1)(s+2)(1+2s)(3+2s) m„c'

(14)

wa QB2+1 q
tPlqC NS~C

where u 8 is the total maximum energy of the
emitted P particle, we can write f (w z, Z) as

)
B(Z) S.a.

(s + 1)(1+2s)(3+2s) (m,c')""
(12)

where f t is the comparative half-life. ' For small
Z this reduces to

1 1 I p
ft 540 ( 2)5 [ 8 ( 8

which is the formula used by Nix and Fiset' ex-
cept for the factor of c(Z,}=10"'.

Keeping common factors as constant parameters,
the half-lives obtained by the new formula were
compared with those predicted from a formula
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